
GdR Supersymétrie, 
20 years later

One of Pierre Binetruy's legacies
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• Pierre Binetruy has been extremely reactive in creating this 
influential GdR in 1997: was probably the first GdR’s of this size

• Huge effort to gather TH (only rencontres des particules)  
and EXP (3 different LEP collabs, with little interactions):  
real break-through

• Kick-off meeting in Lyon, April 1997
• Very ambitious, e.g. on budget:
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= 62k€/year…



GdR Susy 1997 ambitions

• General meetings: 2/year (still going on!) 
• +… ways to have of each of us deliver the best we could:
• real urge to develop true collaborations, resulted in PhD co-

directions, Phys. Rep, new tools…
• working groups individual life: // sessions and own meetings  

(meant group leaders summarized their session after banquet…)
• ad-hoc lively working programs: LEP2 prospective report, creation 

of GPS on X-dims, non-universal Susy-breaking, phases…
• real « scientific council »-type evaluation after 4 years
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• LSP/Cosmo: V.Bertin,  
J.Orloff, R.Pain, P.Peter 

• MSSM: S. Rosier-Lees,  
A. Djouadi 

• Non-min. models:  
U. Ellwanger,  
L. Duflot 

• Flavour & CP: A. Stocchi,  
P.Brax 

• Strategy for susy search: 
F. Richard, B.Masoulié,  
C.Tao 

• R-parity: 
E. Dudas, M.Besançon 

• Tools: F. Boudjema,  
I.Laktineh 

• GPS Phases: G. Moultaka 
• GPS X-dims: M.Besançon 



Focus: LSP/Cosmo group

• Illustrates the impetus Pierre created  
(I joined in, despite little experience in DM)

• June’97: started by a 3 days « school » in Annecy
• August’99: DM Tools WS @ CERN
• 4 PhDs, presenting their progress @ each // session
• Merged after 2000 with a similar group in the GdR PCHE, resulting 

in a lively autonomous dynamics
• ⇒ Praise the following session!!!
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GdR International 2000-04: prelude
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GdR International 2000-04



GdR International 2000-04: ambitions

• Even higher, with 22 foreign labs  
(4 German, 6 Italian, 4 Spanish, 7 UK, 1 Austrian)

• 1 meeting abroad/year
• Higher financial request:
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GdR International 2000-2004
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= 124k€/year…



Conclusion for the future

• Pierre Binetruy identified a structuration of the french HEP 
community, that was much needed back in 1997, and 20 years later

• He managed to create, organise and fund the first large GdR, the  
GdR Supersymétrie

• As a true leader, he revealed in many of us capacities we didn’t 
imagine we could have

• Supersymmetry might not be hidden in Nature the way we thought, 
but we should not forget, in our new reborn structure, how much we 
owe to the GdR SuPierre Binétruy
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